The words in each example below are ANAGRAMS. Each word in the example has exactly the same letters but they are arranged in a different order. The first one is done for you. Do the rest using the clues given to you.

1. ECAH  every - each  pain - ache
2. UGM  a type of tree - drinking cup -
3. UCMH  a lot - friend -
4. NWO  came first - straight away -
possess -
5. ITDP  saliva - trenches -
touches lightly -
6. EPLES  orange skins - slumber -
7. FPST  nuisance - part of a staircase -
tame animal friends -
8. ALSI  part of a yacht - girl’s name -
another girl’s name - troubles -
9. NUAT  type of fish -
type of seed (two words) -
your mother or father’s sister -
10. ALEF  annoying insect - part of a tree -
11. DHASE  one side of a coin - shelter from the sun -
extra building in some people’s back yards (two words) -
12. APSNI  aches - a country in Europe -
trees -
13. AKSO  to drench -
garden tools -
14. EOHS  you use it to water the garden -
column between the units and hundreds -
a bird’s home -
used by people to catch fish -
delivered -
15. ETNS  person who guards prisoners -
part of a cupboard or chest -
special payment offered for information -
16. FARWDR  calms down - sporting groups -
friends - pork, steak etc. -
water vapour -
17. ETMAS  to swap - ranked -
gripping pattern on a tyre -
18. ATDRE  steps -
this is all around you -
clothing worn mostly by superheroes -
19. ASECP  daybreak -
magic stick -
20. ANDW